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JJAS Intraseasonal rainfall variability

ISO rainfall a significant fraction of the total. 
— Internal variability but to what extent is SST-driven?
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“SST-driven” intraseasonal air-sea coupling
Correlation bet’n 10-60 day SST and WS in boreal summer; 2001-2009
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SST forcing of intraseasonal convection 
— Low-level (moisture) convergence in the planetary boundary layer
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longer-term variability of freshwater plumes. The daily-mean precipitation data estimated on a 
0.25°× 0.25° grid from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite [Huffman et 
al., 2007] is used to compute the salt budget for the 12°N and 8°N RAMA moorings, which lack 
rainfall measurements during 2015 JJAS. The daily surface flux estimates from the TropFlux 
data (1°× 1°, [Praveen et al., 2012]) are used for the heat and salt budget calculations at the 
RAMA mooring locations. Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) daily wind stress [Bentamy et al., 
2012] on a 0.5°× 0.5° grid, are used to calculate Ekman drift. Finally, the data-assimilative 
Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) [Bleck, 2002] is used to compute lateral SST 
gradients to estimate the horizontal temperature advection. For consistency, all datasets were 
interpolated to the 0.25°× 0.25° SMOS grid. Time series from the WHOI mooring data were also 
compared with satellite measurements at the mooring location to justify the use of these datasets. 
 
2.3 Price-Weller-Pinkel Model 
 
The Price-Weller-Pinkel (PWP) 1-D ocean model is used to estimate vertical mixing based on 
input data from the WHOI mooring. The model is initialized from the observed TS profile on 
July 31, 2015 and forced at the surface by the observed heat, momentum, and freshwater fluxes. 
MLD is calculated and entrainment is determined by a finding the bulk Richardson number and 
comparing to the threshold value (0.65). The process repeats and the ML is homogenized until 
the critical value is reached. Then gradient Richardson number mixing (based on a criterion of 
0.25) is performed below the MLD.  
 
For the purposes of this study, the subroutine calculating MLD within the PWP model is 
modified so that a Δσ = 0.04 kg m-3 criteria is used. This is done in order to maintain consistency 
when comparing with moored observations. It should be noted that PWP is a bulk instability 
model that applies properties uniformly over the ML and does not account for turbulence or 2-D 
processes. Thus, PWP mode is not expected to accurately predict ML temperature and salinity 
when the horizontal advection is strong. 
 
3 Heat and Salt Budget Analyses 
 
3.1 Mixed Layer Temperature Balance 
 
In order to examine the drivers of observed SST variability, a mixed layer heat budget is 
calculated for the WHOI and RAMA moorings using the following equation (e.g., Chi et al. 
[2014] and Thangaprakash et al. [2016]).  
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where Qeff = Qnet – Qpen, is the heat absorbed by the ML, calculated by subtracting penetrative 
shortwave radiation (Qpen) from the net surface heat flux Qnet (the sum of short and long wave 
fluxes and latent and sensible heat fluxes), ρ = seawater density, Cp = heat capacity, and h = 
mixed layer depth. The terms in brackets represent, from left to right, zonal and meridional 
advection, and vertical entrainment, the heat flux to the ML from below. Wh is the vertical 
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[Hastenrath and Greischar, 1991; Shankar et al., 2002; Vinayachandran et al., 2002]. Coriolis 
parameter at 18°N is used (4.5068×10-5 rad/s). Wind stress is calculated by the equations τx  = ρa 
Cd W u and τy  = ρa Cd W v, where ρa is air density (assumed to be 1.22 kg m-3), Cd the drag 
coefficient (assumed to be 0.0012), W is the wind speed, and (u, v) are the surface wind vectors 
from ASCAT satellite data.   
 
Spatial maps of the SMOS salinity, overlaid with Ekman transport vectors, reveal strong 
southward drift at the time of the first freshwater plume (Fig. 14). Ekman transport during the 
period leading up to the second and third intrusion events were much more zonal, thus led to 
comparatively weaker southward advection of river water (not shown). The green contours in 
Figure 13 confirm this. As previously mentioned, dark green corresponds to the strongest 
southward Ekman transport (vek between -0.2 and -0.3 m/s), and lime green corresponds to less 
strong southward transport (vek between -0.1 and -0.2 m/s). The two strongest events, occurring 
in late June and late July are the monsoon depression BOB 01 (June 20-21) and tropical cyclone 
(TC) Komen (July 26-August 2), respectively. The late-June Ekman transport, while strong, 
occurred in the absence of any major river discharge. TC Komen on the other hand, occurred in 
time with the first river discharge event, facilitating the plume’s southward propagation via the 
strong Ekman transport. The start of the second and third plumes were also coincident with 
southward Ekman transport, but they were comparatively weaker, failing to advect the fresh 
plumes down to the 15°N RAMA mooring. These results suggest that particularly strong Ekman 
drift combined with the presence of river water in the head of the Bay are necessary for 
freshwater plumes to intrude to the northern BoB.  
 

 
Fig. 14 | Spatial map of SMOS salinity with Ekman transport vectors overlaid for July 29 

Arrival of freshwater 
plumes in 2015 summer

July 29, 2015
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4.3. The salinity did not drop as much at the RAMA mooring because 15°N was the 
southernmost tip of the plume and thus not as fresh as the core that passed through 18°N. Figure 
13 confirms the conclusion from the moored salinity that 15 and 18°N are subject to strong river 
influence, while 8 and 12°N are not.  

 
Fig. 13 | Hovmöller diagram for JJAS SMOS salinity (PSU) along 90°E for latitudes 12-20°N, with 
meridional Ekman transport overlaid in green. Dark green corresponds to the strongest southward 
transport (vek between -0.2 and -0.3 m/s), while lime green corresponds to less strong southward transport 
(vek between -0.1 and -0.2 m/s) 
 
4.3 Freshwater Plume Evolution 
 
To analyze the factors influencing the evolution of freshwater plumes, zonal and meridional 
components of Ekman transport are calculated by equations from Pond and Pickard [1983]:  
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where τy is meridional wind stress, τx is zonal wind stress ρw is seawater density, f is the Coriolis 
parameter and A is the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient. Ekman transport is calculated 
assuming a constant seawater density (1020 kg m-3) and eddy viscosity coefficient (10-2 m2 s-1) 
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Arrival of freshwater plumes: 
2011-2015 based on Aquarius/SMAP
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Arrival of freshwater plumes: 
2004-2015 based on Argo 5m salinity (monthly)
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BoB MLD and intraseasonal SST variability

Argo-based MLD 
(Holte and Talley) NOAA OI SST

2005-2013, 75-105°E



BoB MLD and intraseasonal SST variability
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NOAA OI SSTTRMM3B42 Rainfall estimate

2005-2013, 75-105°E

BoB intraseasonal SST and rainfall variability



BoB intraseasonal SST and rainfall variability

NOAA OI SSTTRMM3B42 Rainfall estimate
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• Freshwater plumes play a key role in sub-seasonal and regional 
contrasts in ML stratification and heat balances:
- Is there any systematic difference in the monsoon intraseasonal 
oscillation that is mediated by the freshwater distribution?

• (not today) Considerable remote influences from the equatorial Indian 
Ocean (IOD/ENSO) and the Arabian Sea (Findlater Jet, monsoon 
currents).

• Need a systematic examination of local and remote controls of the 
BOB-MISO coupling: 
- Numerical modeling and further data analysis are underway.

Summary


